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A novel analytical model for surface field distribution and saturation region length for double gate graphene

nanoribbon transistors has been proposed. The solution for surface potential and electric field has been derived

based on Poisson equation. Using the proposed models, the effects of several parameters such as drain–source
voltage, oxide thickness and channel length on the length of saturation region and electric field near the drain have

been studied.

1. Introduction

Demand for high-speed performance in memory and

logic applications caused continuous shrinking in devices’

dimensions. To continue this scaling trend the channel length

of silicon MOSFETs as predicted by ITRS will need to be

scaled even further to meet future generation technology

requirements [1]. However, there are some uncertainties

about the behaviour of the existing Si devices under

extreme scaling. Therefore, several device concepts have

been proposed, such as nanowire FETs, carbon nanotube

field effect transistors (CNT FETs), graphene nanoribbon

FET, etc. Among these devices, CNT FETs have been

extensively studied and generated considerable interest due

to their unique electronic properties, especially their very

high carrier mobility and conductance [1]. However, there
are still some unresolved issues about uniformly control on

the chirality of CNTs, making them questionable to use in

realistic applications [1]. Recent experemental studies [2],
show the possibility of fabricating graphene nanoribbon

(GNR) transistors, and the potential of GNRs as an

alternative material to bypass the CNT chirality challenges

while still preserve the excellent electronic properties such

as light effective mass and high electron/hole mobility [1].
As a result, many researchers have been attracted to this

area and provided several models for GNR transistors’

properties [3,4] and applications [5,6]. Nevertheless, there
is lack of research in modelling their behaviour near the

drain junction and their breakdown voltage.

The velocity-saturation-region length (LVSR) of FETs is

one of the most important parameters in short-channel

devices. It governs the drain breakdown voltage [7,8],
substrate current, hot-electron generation [9,10] and drain

current at velocity saturation region [11–13]. In a FET, if

the drain voltage exceeds the saturation drain voltage, the

electric field near the drain region will exceed the critical

field strength for causing carrier velocity saturation [14].
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The high field strength in this region also causes impact

ionization and substrate current generation [14].

In a short-channel device, the high field region becomes

the major portion of channel and governs the current flow.

In order to gain insights into reliability issues of these

devices, close analysis of this region is necessary. In addition,

these kinds of models open the way to design power

transistors based on graphene.

Since there is no experimental data to show the effect of

different parameters on the length of this region, analytical

modelling seems to be a powerful tool in this case.

Therefore, firstly, we provide simple models for surface

potential and electric field distribution of double gate GNR

FET. Secondly, we extract the LVSR model from the

proposed surface potential model.

This paper is organized as follows: section 2 derives and

explains the proposed model; section 3 shows the results

and discuses them and finally section 4 concludes this paper.

2. The proposed model for LVSR

A schematic cross-section of double gate GNR FET is

shown in Fig. 1, where tox is the oxide thickness of top gate

Рис. 1. Schematic cross section of a double gate GNR

FET [15]. Typical device parameters are: doping concentration

Nd = 5 · 1016 m−2, tox = 1 nm, L = 20 nm, and wG = 5 nm [4].
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with dielectric constant of εox; tG , wG and L are the GNR’s

thickness, width and the channel length respectively.

Applying Gauss law for the device presented in Fig. 1

yields
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where Es is the surface electric at onset of saturation region,

εG and εox are GNR and oxide dielectric constants, Eox is

the electric field of the oxide.

By solving Eq. (1) and taking Eox(x) = [VG −VBI

−V (x)]/tox, Eq. (2) is obtained:

d2V (x)

dx
− V (x)

2λ2
+

(VG −VBI)

2λ2
=

q(n + Nd)

εG
, (2)

where, V (x) is the surface potential of GNR at any

point along the x direction inside the saturation region

(0 < x < 1L), VG = 0.5V is top gate and back gate

voltage, and q is charge magnitude. The parameter

λ = (εGtGtox/εox)−2 is relevant length scale for potential

variation [16]. Built-in voltage VBI in GNR with a bandgap

EG = hVF/3wG [17] can be calculated using Eq. (3),

VBI =
hvF

6qwG
−VT ln

(

N
ni

)

, (3)

where, vF ≈ 106 m/s is the Fermi velocity, VT = kBT/q is

thermal voltage, ni and N are the intrinsic and doping carrier

concentration.

Boundary conditions for Eq. (2) can be defined as

V (0) = Vs , V (1L) = VD , E(0) = Es , where Vs , VD , 1L
are saturation voltage at onset of saturation region, drain

voltage and length of saturation velocity region (LVSR)
respectively [18]. Solving Eq. (2) with the defined boundary

conditions and taking

A = −q(Nd + n)

εG
− VG −VBI

2λ2

yields

V (x) = − 2λ2A + (2λ2A + Vs) ch

(

x√
2λ

)

+
√
2λEs sh

(

x√
2λ

)

. (4)

Since E(x) = −dV (x)/dx , the surface electric field

distribution E(x) can simply be obtained using Eq. (4).

|E(x)| =

(√
2λA +

Vs√
2λ

)

sh

(

x√
2λ

)

+ Es ch

(

x√
2λ

)

.

(5)

For the cases where x/λ > 4 (near the drain region)
sh(x/λ) and ch(x/λ) can be approximated to 0.5 exp(x/λ).
Therefore, Eqs (4) and (5) are reduced to

V (x) ≈ 0.5
(

2λ2A + Vs +
√
2λEs

)

exp

(

x√
2λ

)

− 2λ2A,

(6)

|E(x)| ≈ 0.5

(√
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2λ
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)

exp

(

x√
2λ

)

. (7)

In order to calculate 1L, either Eq. (4) or (6) can

numerically be solved at x = 1L. For example, using Eq. (6)
we have

1L ≈ L −
λVs

1√
2
exp

(

1L√
2λ

)

VD + 2λ2A − 1
2
exp

(

1L√
2λ

)

(2λ2A + Vs)
. (8)

Since the focus of this paper is modelling of the saturation

region, the electric field between source and the saturation

region (0 < x < 1L) can be assumed to be linear for

simplicity [15,18–21]. As a result it can be simply concluded

that

d2V (LE)/dx2 = −Es

LE
, (9)

where LE is the effective channel length defined as

LE = L − 1L. Using Gauss law again inside the linear region

results in a same differential Eq. as (2). Solving Eq. (2) with

the new boundary condition of (9) results

Es =
LE

2λ2 − L2
E

(

tGtoxq(Nd + n)

εox
+ VG −VBI

)

. (10)

Since λ is much less than LE (0.5 < λ < 5 nm and

8 < LE < 17 nm) for the most cases of this study, term λ2

in Eq. (10) can be neglected respect to L2
E . Thus Eq. (10),

can be reduced to

|Es | ≈
1

LE

(

tGtoxqN
εox

+ VG + VBI

)

. (11)

In addition, Vs can be computed as Eq. (12) by integrating

Eq. (11) assuming the source voltage V (0) equal to 0:

Vs ≈
tGtoxqN

εox
+ VG + VBI. (12)

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 shows the electric field distribution in the lateral

direction with the different drain voltages. The values for VD

have been chosen based on saturation voltage Vs , which has

been almost 0.36V in this simulation. This Figure indicates

that the potential distribution along the nanoribbon surface

is similar to the profile of an abrupt junction at the edges

of p-base/drift region and drain/drift region junctions [22].
In other word, it shows the electric field profile follows an

exponential form depending on the distance from the drain.

Eq. (7) also highlighted this fact.
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Fig. 3 shows the saturation electric field at different drain–

source voltages, channel thicknesses and channel lengths.

As can be seen increasing VD results in slight increase in

Es . In addition, this Figure shows by increasing tox and L,
saturation electric field increases and decreases respectively.

Рис. 2. Surface electric field distribution at different drain voltages.

Рис. 3. Saturation electric field at different drain voltages.

Рис. 4. The length of velocity saturation region with different

channel lengths and drain voltages.

Рис. 5. The length of velocity saturation region vs. oxide thichness

variations at different drain voltages.

Fig. 4 depicts the effect of the drain voltage and channel

length on the length of saturation region. The higher drain

voltage and longer channel the longer 1L. In addition, the

Figure shows that the ratio of 1L/L increases as L decreases.

In Fig. 5 it can be seen that increasing the oxide thickness

causes increase in 1L. In addition, the term d(1L)/d(VD)
increases as tox increases.

4. Conclusion

Analytical models for surface potential, electric field and

LVSR of double gate GNR transistors were proposed and

the behaviour of a typical device in the saturation region

was investigated using the proposed models. In addition, the

effects of device parameters such as oxide thickness, and

channel length were examined. The results of this model

could be applicable for providing accurate design schemes

and clear physical insights. In future, impact ionization

coefficient and breakdown voltage of these transistors could

be modelled and possibility of making power devices

studied.
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